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ABSTRACT: Hybrid plasmonic metal−graphene systems are emerging as a
class of optical metamaterials that facilitate strong light-matter interactions
and are of potential importance for hot carrier graphene-based light
harvesting and active plasmonic applications. Here we use femtosecond
pump−probe measurements to study the near-ﬁeld interaction between
graphene and plasmonic gold nanodisk resonators. By selectively probing
the plasmon-induced hot carrier dynamics in samples with tailored
graphene−gold interfaces, we show that plasmon-induced hot carrier
generation in the graphene is dominated by direct photoexcitation with
minimal contribution from charge transfer from the gold. The strong near-ﬁeld interaction manifests as an unexpected and longlived extrinsic optical anisotropy. The observations are explained by the action of highly localized plasmon-induced hot carriers in
the graphene on the subresonant polarizability of the disk resonator. Because localized hot carrier generation in graphene can be
exploited to drive electrical currents, plasmonic metal−graphene nanostructures present opportunities for novel hot carrier
device concepts.
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plasmonic NPs contribute to hot carrier generation and
relaxation processes in the graphene is so far lacking.
Central to the physics of plasmonic metal−graphene hybrids
are plasmon-induced hot carriers generated in the graphene via
the intense electromagnetic ﬁelds surrounding the NP (direct
photoexcitation) and within the NP via nonradiative plasmon
decay.13 The latter process can be quite eﬃcient in small NPs14
and has stimulated broad interest in plasmonic energy
conversion because these hot carriers can be emitted from
the NP into a suitable collector and be harvested, for example,
to extend the band gap spectral limit in semiconductor
photovoltaic devices.15 Hot carrier transfer across the metal−
graphene interface is appealing at a conceptual level due to the
gapless band structure of graphene, making it a highly eﬃcient
hot electron collector.16 However, the absence of an energy
barrier means that back transfer from the graphene to the NP
may be just as favorable, limiting the overall contribution of the
charge transfer process to the photoinduced response of
graphene.
In this Letter, we report the plasmon-induced hot carrier
dynamics of a hybrid metal−graphene system consisting of
plasmonic nanodisk resonators coupled to a graphene over-

raphene is attracting considerable interest for optoelectronic applications due to its unique broadband light
absorption, electrical tunability, and ease of synthesis that
enables straightforward integration with other materials.1,2
While its 2D nature is the origin of its remarkable properties, its
atomic thickness limits its interaction with light. Consequently,
there is considerable interest in hybrid composites of graphene
and optically active nanomaterials, such as semiconductor
quantum dots (QD), nanowires, and metallic nanoparticles
(NPs), that increase the light-matter interaction and extend the
functionality of graphene-based optoelectronic devices.3−6
Perhaps the most versatile of these are the metal−graphene
hybrids that exploit the near-ﬁeld coupling between graphene
carriers and surface plasmon (SP) excitations supported in
metal NPs. The ability of graphene to control the SP resonance
of metallic nanostructures has been demonstrated as a platform
for gigahertz optical modulation7,8 and attomolar biomolecule
detection in SP resonance spectroscopy.9 Meanwhile, metallic
NPs act as antennas that concentrate light into nanoscopic
volumes via the excitation of their localized SP resonance that
promote strong photoabsorption in the graphene layer, as well
as eﬃcient launching of graphene plasmons.10 Several groups
have reported an enhanced photoresponse in plasmonic metal−
graphene hybrids.3,6,11,12 However, a complete understanding
of how the near-ﬁeld interactions between graphene and
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potential to exploit plasmonic metal−graphene nanostructures
in photothermoelectric applications.
Gold nanodisk arrays extending over an area of 40 μm × 40
μm were fabricated using e-beam lithography, thermal
evaporation (40 nm gold) and lift-oﬀ. The graphene and
monolayer BN were grown by chemical vapor deposition and
deposited using a dry transfer technique.22 A representative
SEM image of the nanostructures is shown in Figure 1b.
Nanodisks with a diameter (d) of 200 nm were chosen to give a
localized SP resonance in the near-IR region, far from gold’s
interband transitions.23 Several arrays were fabricated with
lattice periods (P) ranging between 400 and 1000 nm. We
focus our discussions on the results from the P = 400 nm arrays
(Figure 1b) that exhibit the strongest plasmonic response. The
transferred graphene was characterized by micro-Raman
spectroscopy that indicates the almost identical properties of
the two samples (see Figure 1d). The Raman spectra of bare
graphene regions are indicative of monolayer graphene with
relatively low doping (obtained by employing a dry transfer
method and BN support layer which passivates the SiO2
surface24). From the average position of the G-band we
estimate a chemical potential μ ≈ 0.2−0.3 eV.25,26 Over the NP
array, the graphene Raman bands are superimposed on a broad
background ﬂuorescence from the gold. Notably, the absence of
a signiﬁcant shift in the average G-band position when on and
oﬀ the arrays implies minimal change in the chemical potential
of graphene over the NPs. Spatial maps of the graphene G-band
intensity, I(G), and position, Pos(G), from sample A are shown
in Figure 1c and demonstrate the uniform coverage. Similar
results are obtained from sample B.
Figure 2a shows the measured reﬂectance spectra of the
samples exhibiting a resonant feature around 700 nm −800 nm.
The experimental data show excellent agreement with the
simulated spectrum obtained using the ﬁnite element method
described in ref 27 taking into account the Si/SiO2 substrate
(Supporting Information). Figure 2b shows the simulated nearﬁeld intensity enhancement spectrum, f NF(λ), (2 nm outside

layer. Nanodiscs are an ideal test structure due to their ease of
fabrication that allows close packing and readily tunable dipole
resonance that couples strongly to the far-ﬁeld. By selectively
probing the photocarrier dynamics in the graphene layer,
following excitation at the SP band of the NP array, we gain
direct access to the inﬂuence of graphene−NP interactions on
the transient hot carrier population in the graphene. In order to
distinguish between plasmon-induced hot carrier generation
processes we compare samples where graphene is in direct
contact with the metal NP (sample A) to those in which a
hexagonal boron nitride (BN) monolayer has been introduced
at the graphene−metal interface (sample B), shown schematically in Figure 1a. The BN spacer layer serves as an eﬀective

Figure 1. Sample design and characterization. (a) Schematic cross
sections of sample A (gold/Gr interfaces) and sample B (gold/BN/Gr
interfaces). (b) An SEM image of a gold nanodisk array (disk diameter
200 nm and lattice period P = 400 nm) with graphene overlayer
(sample A). (c) Micro-Raman mapping: 7.5 μm × 15 μm optical
image (left) and corresponding spatial maps of the graphene G-band
intensity (middle) and position (right) for the structure shown in (b)
and adjacent bare graphene demonstrating the uniform coverage of
graphene. (d) Representative Raman spectra of the bare graphene and
graphene−NP structure from samples A and B indicating almost
identical properties of the graphene (532 nm excitation, 1 mW).

barrier to charge transfer,17 while being just angstroms thick it
has little eﬀect on the plasmon-mediated electromagnetic ﬁeld
intensity at the graphene (veriﬁed by numerical simulations).
We demonstrate that direct near-ﬁeld photoexcitation is the
dominant process for plasmon-induced hot carrier generation
in the graphene and gives rise to a strong optical anisotropy in
the hybrid samples, absent in bare graphene and NP control
samples, as revealed by polarization-resolved measurements.
Intrinsic optical anisotropy, driven by the preferential
occupation of speciﬁc states in k-space through to the carrierﬁeld interaction, is known to occur in various semiconductors18−20 including graphene21 but is generally short-lived due
to fast carrier-phonon scattering (∼100 fs) that redistributes
the photocarrier momentum. Here we show that the strong
optical near-ﬁeld coupling of graphene to plasmonic NPs
underpins a long-lived extrinsic optical anisotropy. The eﬀect
arises from the action of highly localized hot carriers in the
graphene on the subresonant NP polarizability and persists for
several hundred fs, determined by the diﬀusion of hot carriers
away from hot-spots. Our observations highlight the rich
physics associated with the graphene−NP interaction, and the

Figure 2. Plasmonic response of the graphene-nanodisk array. (a)
Measured reﬂectance spectra of the graphene-NP array (P = 400) from
sample A (solid black line) and B (solid blue line) with p-polarized
light. The simulated reﬂectance spectrum is shown by the red dashed
line. The pump (λpu) and probe (λpr) used in the time-resolved
measurements are indicated by the arrows. (b) Calculated near-ﬁeld
intensity enhancement f NF as a function of incident wavelength
indicating the SP resonance at ∼780 nm. Inset: Near-ﬁeld intensity
enhancement distribution f NF(x,y) of a gold nanodisk excited with xpolarized light at 780 and 840 nm illustrating the dipole mode of the
SP resonance (log scale from 0.1 (black) to 100 (yellow)).
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Figure 3. Time-resolved carrier dynamics. (a) Schematic illustration of the pump−probe measurement geometry; Polarization angles are measured
with respect to the plane of incidence; Δt is the pump−probe delay. (b,c) Diﬀerential reﬂection ΔR/R0 as a function of Δt for bare graphene (Gr)
and the hybrid structures from sample A and B measured with parallel (∥) and perpendicular (⊥) pump and probe polarizations. No signal is
measured from the NP array without a graphene overlayer (gray dots). Solid lines show ﬁts to a biexponential decay convoluted with a Gaussian
(fwhm = 260 fs). (d) ΔR/R0 transients normalized to the value at Δt = 2 ps on a semilog plot showing similar cooling rates at long time delays and
distinct changes to the heating eﬃciency in the hybrid structures (data for sample B is shifted by 1 ps for clarity). (e) Eﬀect of varying pump ﬂuence
on the bare graphene (⊥) cooling dynamics. Data are normalized to their maximum and collapse onto the same curve indicating that the initial
carrier temperature does not aﬀect the dynamics in the range of the pump ﬂuence considered.

order to separate the plasmon-induced graphene response of
interest from the nonlinear response of the NPs.
Initially, DR measurements were performed on the NP array
prior to graphene transfer. The observation of a null response,
as indicated by the gray symbols in Figure 3a, conﬁrms that the
probe is insensitive to the nonlinear response of the NPs. A DR
signal is only observed when graphene is present. To examine
the impact of the plasmonic NP array we directly compare the
measured dynamics in the hybrid structures to those of bare
graphene. The DR transients from samples A and B obtained
with parallel (∥) and cross-polarized (⊥) pump and probe
beams are shown in Figure 3b, and c, respectively. The
transient behavior of both samples is qualitatively the same: the
bare graphene areas of each sample exhibit a positive DR signal
decaying on a time scale of several picoseconds, similar to
previous two-color pump−probe studies of graphene.31,32 No
dependence on the pump and probe polarizations is observed
within the experimental error. In contrast, the graphene−NP
structures exhibit an increased DR signal with a pronounced
dependence on the relative pump and probe polarizations. The
large NP-induced anisotropic response is surprising and is
discussed in detail later.
Key insight into the inﬂuence of the graphene−NP
interaction on the graphene hot carrier population is gained
from examining the peak DR signal (ΔRmax/R0) that is directly
connected to the peak hot carrier temperature (Table 1). The
increased peak DR observed in the graphene−NP structures
demonstrates enhanced hot carrier generation in the graphene
layer. From closer inspection of Figure 3b,c we ﬁnd that the
average (isotropic) part of the DR response, χ = (ΔR(∥)/R0 +
ΔR(⊥)/R0)/2, from the graphene/NP and graphene/BN/NP
structures is essentially the same. Given the low tunneling
probability of the graphene/BN interface17 ≈ 20% and the
anticipated impact on charge transfer, this observation indicates
that the dominant mechanism for plasmon-induced hot carrier
generation in the graphene originates from the near-ﬁeld
enhancement of direct photoexcitation in the graphene, rather
than hot carrier transfer from the nanodisks.

the NP) indicating the localized SP resonance of the NP array
at ∼780 nm. The dipolar mode of the resonance is shown by
the near-ﬁeld distributions, f NF(x, y), in the inset to Figure 2b
(note log scale). We note that the cylindrical symmetry of an
ideal disk gives a polarization-independent plasmonic response;
however, the real disks in our experiments exhibit a slight
(∼5%) geometric ellipticity which manifests as an ∼20 nm shift
in the localized SP resonance for s-polarized and p-polarized
light (Supporting Information). This is similar in magnitude to
the sample to sample variation seen in Figure 2a and does not
inﬂuence the transient anisotropy reported in this letter.
To study the plasmon-induced hot carrier dynamics in
graphene we perform time-resolved diﬀerential reﬂection (DR)
measurements (see Experimental Methods). Samples are
optically excited with linearly polarized 200 fs pump pulses
centered at 840 nm (coinciding with the localized SP band of
the NP array) and probed at 1300 nm with varying delay and
polarization with respect to the pump (see Figure 3a). The
near-IR pump pulse excites hot carriers in graphene through
direct interband absorption. In the gold, hot conduction
electrons are generated by strong free carrier absorption at the
localized SP band of the NPs (note that the coherent surface
plasmon lifetime in gold is typically less than 20 fs and can be
ignored in our discussion23). Immediately following photoexcitation, the strongly out-of-equilibrium photocarriers in both
materials rapidly thermalize with ambient carriers in the Fermi
sea forming a hot carrier distribution. The transient DR is then
connected to an excited state characterized by a well-deﬁned
electronic temperature (Tel), greatly exceeding that of the
lattice.28,29 In graphene, the occupation of states in the
extended tail of the hot carrier distribution produces a DR
signal for a wide range of probe energies. Meanwhile, the rapid
electronic heating of NPs results in a broadening and redshift of
their scattering spectrum23 yielding a large DR signal for probe
energies close to the localized SP band. Previous measurements
on hybrid structures have used the latter approach and are
typically dominated by the NP response.12,30 The use of a
widely separated probe energy, reported here, is essential in
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relaxation pathways in the graphene, the limited time resolution
of our measurement (∼260 fs) does not permit a more detailed
quantitative analysis.
During the early stages of relaxation, thermalized hot carriers
rapidly dissipate the majority of their energy via emission of
optical phonons, which in turn raises the temperature of the
optical phonon subsystem (Tph): when Te ≈ Tph, the dynamics
of the carrier and phonon systems become closely coupled and
the anharmonic decay of hot optical phonons into acoustic
phonons forms the main bottleneck for subsequent cooling.31,33
Accordingly, we ﬁnd the carrier dynamics in both samples are
well described by a biexponential decay model of the form
ΔR(Δt) ∝ A1e−(Δt)/τ1 + A2e−(Δt)/τ2, as shown by the solid lines in
Figure 3b,c. Proceeding with the analysis, the amplitudes
associated with the initial and secondary decay components are
connected to the peak hot carrier and hot-phonon temperatures in the graphene, respectively. The amplitude ratio A1/A2
that characterizes the overall shape of the dynamics (Figure
3d,e) is proportional to the temperature ratio Te/Tph and
therefore provides a useful qualitative indication of the fraction
of energy lost to the phonons during the heating process. This
characteristic shape of the dynamics is independent of the
incident pump ﬂuence (and hence, initial Te in the graphene)
over a wide range as shown in Figure 3e, where DR transients
for bare graphene obtained at higher pump ﬂuences collapse
onto the same normalized curve. The heating eﬃciency in
graphene is determined by the competition between inelastic
phonon scattering and elastic carrier−carrier scattering during
the thermalization process:34 eﬃcient carrier heating implies
fast carrier−carrier scattering that can lead to hot carrier
multiplication35 with implications for energy-harvesting applications.
To quantify this fraction we compare the measured peak DR
signal (∼A1) with the value A2 ≈ ΔR/R0(2)e2/τ2 extrapolated
from the DR signal at Δt = 2 ps and secondary decay rate
associated with hot-phonons (shown in Table 1). The fact that
this ratio is enhanced in the graphene−NP structures may be
viewed as a signature of increased carrier heating eﬃciency.

Table 1. Decay Parameters for the DR Transients Shown in
Figures 3b,c: τ2 and A2 are the Decay Rate and Extrapolated
Amplitude of the Secondary Decay Component Associated
with Hot-Phononsa
sample
A:
A:
A:
B:
B:
B:

Gr/NP (∥)
Gr/NP (⊥)
Gr
Gr/hBN/NP (∥)
Gr/hBN/NP (⊥)
Gr

ΔRmax/R0 (%)

τ2 (ps)

A2 (%)

A1/A2*

0.154
0.099
0.049
0.151
0.118
0.047

1.58
1.73
1.79
1.77
1.80
1.78

0.043
0.032
0.021
0.062
0.054
0.029

1.52
1.31
1
1.52
1.36
1

The ratio A1/A2* is normalised to value of bare graphene in each
sample.

a

The relaxation dynamics in bare graphene and graphene−NP
structures exhibit two distinct time scales: an initial fast decay
(τ1), followed by a slower secondary decay (τ2) at later delays.
This biexponential behavior has been widely reported in
graphene and is attributed to a hot phonon bottleneck eﬀect
where the two time scales result from relaxation processes
involving optical phonons and acoustic phonons, respectively.31,33 To compare the dynamics more clearly, in Figure
3d the data is normalized to the value at Δt = 2 ps when the
secondary decay is dominant (data for sample B is shifted by 1
ps for clarity). Notably, the graphene and graphene−NP data
from each sample collapse onto the same secondary decay
curves (Δt > 1 ps) with a similar characteristic decay constant
of τ2 ≈ 1.7 ps (see Table 1). This indicates that the rate-limiting
energy dissipation process in graphene, presumably involving
acoustic phonons, is unaﬀected by coupling to the gold NP
array. This agrees with Raman studies on graphene−gold
interfaces reported in ref 26 and provides further evidence for
the robust carrier-phonon coupling in graphene.
The eﬀect of graphene−NP coupling on the carrier dynamics
is clearly revealed at short time delays as a marked increase in
amplitude of the initial decay component relative to that in bare
graphene (Figure 3d). While this is a clear indication of
plasmon-induced changes to the initial hot carrier excitation-

Figure 4. Inﬂuence of graphene−nanoparticle coupling. (a−d) Diﬀerential reﬂection transients for hybrid graphene/NP structures (sample A) with
varying NP lattice periods (P) obtained with parallel (black line) and perpendicular (red line) pump−probe polarizations. The response of bare
graphene is shown by the blue lines for comparison. The average (isotropic) part (χ) and anisotropic part (δ) of the signal are deﬁned in (a). (e)
Dependence of δ and χ on the metal ﬁll factor of the NP arrays for sample A (closed symbols) and sample B (open symbols). The blue dashed line
represents the bare graphene signal amplitude. (f) Temporal evolution of δ for varying P (sample A). Solid lines are ﬁts to a single exponential decay
convoluted with a Gaussian (fwhm = 260 fs).
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dependence (see Figure 5b), conﬁrming the absence of lattice
eﬀects.
To interpret our data, we must account for the collinear
reﬂection geometry of our apparatus and the use of a beam
splitter to direct the reﬂected probe beam to the photodetector.
Taking into account the contribution of pump-induced
polarization rotations of the probe beam (due to the sample
anisotropy) to the reﬂected signal from the beam splitter, the
polarization dependence of the DR signal for our experiment is
given by

Taking into account sample to sample variation by normalizing
to the ratio deduced for bare graphene, we ﬁnd that the relative
increase in the DR amplitude ratio is approximately the same in
both the graphene/NP and graphene/hBN/NP structures. This
reinforces our assertion that charge transfer plays a minimal
role in the hot carrier dynamics of our samples.
Next, we focus on the transient anisotropy observed in the
graphene−NP structures. The contribution of the graphene−
NP interaction to the anisotropic response is elucidated by
examining the inﬂuence of NP density. Figure 4a−d shows DR
transients from NP arrays with varying lattice periods (P), from
sample A. The amplitude of the anisotropic part of the signal,
deﬁned as δ = ΔR(∥)/R0 − ΔR(⊥)/R0, and the average
(isotropic) part, χ, both reduce with increasing P. Figure 4e
shows that δ is in fact directly proportional to the geometrical
nanodisk ﬁlling factor g = (πd2)/(4p2). Meanwhile, χ appears to
saturate for g > 10%, which is attributed to the interplay
between average enhancement of photoexcitation and NP
coverage. Finally, we ﬁnd that δ decays with a characteristic
time constant of τδ ∼ 300 fs, independent of P (see Figure 4f).
Combined, these results clearly demonstrate that the isotropic
and anisotropic responses of the hybrid structure are
determined entirely by the interaction of graphene with
individual nanodisks within the array.
Before discussing the physical origins of the anisotropy, we
present the polarization dependence in more detail. Figure 5a

ΔR max
(θ , β) = A2 − 1 + 2AB
R0
(AR cos(2β) + cos(2(β − θ ))
(1 + AR cos(2θ ))

(1)

Where A = (1 + χ) , B ≈ δ/(1 + χ) and AR = −0.55 is a
constant that characterizes the anisotropy of the beam splitter.
Details of the model are given in Supporting Information. The
solid lines in Figure 4a are obtained from eq 1 and show
excellent agreement with the data using the two parameters A
and B obtained from the experiments. For θ = 0°, the variation
of ΔRmax/R0 with β is given by cos(2β), as demonstrated in the
inset to Figure 5a, where the solid line is obtained from eq 1
using A2 − 1 = 0.11% and 2AB = 0.02%. The relative strength
of the anisotropy, given by B/(A − 1), is found to be ∼15% of
the pump-induced change in sample reﬂectivity and corresponds to a maximum polarization rotation of Δθ ≈ 0.01°
(when β − θ = 45°). We note that although this value is rather
small, it reﬂects the weak interaction of light with monolayer
graphene. Indeed, considering the nonlinear activity to take
place in the graphene, the ﬁgure of merit for speciﬁc
polarization rotation (Δθ/thickness/peak intensity) ≈ 1 ×
10−3 ° cm/W is comparable to the strong optical rotations
observed in nonlinear plasmonic metamaterials.36
Next we discuss the physical origin of the observed
anisotropy. In general, optical excitation of semiconductors
with linearly polarized light drives an intrinsic anisotropy that
can manifest in pump−probe experiments with suﬃcient
temporal resolution.18−20 This eﬀect is caused by the initial
anisotropic distribution of photocarriers in k-space that exists
momentarily following excitation by the pump pulse and was
recently observed in graphene by Mittendorﬀ et al.21 using
pump−probe measurements with sub 50 fs resolution. It was
shown that an isotropic photocarrier distribution is reestablished within the ﬁrst 100−150 fs via rapid carrier-phonon
scattering, consistent with theoretical predictions.37 As this
momentum randomization is signiﬁcantly faster than the
temporal resolution of our measurement, the contribution
from this intrinsic eﬀect can be excluded. This is justiﬁed by the
absence of anisotropy in the bare graphene samples (Figure 3).
In addition, acoustic vibrations in the NP size following
excitation (so-called breathing modes) occur on time scales >10
ps and do not inﬂuence the cooling of hot carriers.38
In the following, we present a simple model for optical
anisotropy originating from the strong near-ﬁeld graphene−NP
interaction. We ignore charge transfer because, as discussed
above, it is not the dominant mechanism for hot carrier
generation in our samples. The plasmonic near-ﬁeld enhancements (inset to Figure 2b) lead to increased photocarrier
generation in the graphene as reported by previous
groups.3,11,39 More precisely, because the local photoabsorption
is ∝ f NF(x,y), the nanodisk generates a highly nonuniform
1/2

Figure 5. Optical anisotropy of the graphene-nanoparticle system. (a)
Dependence of the DR amplitude (ΔRmax/R0) on the probe
polarization angle θ for a graphene/NP structure (sample A) with
square lattice. Solid lines are two parameter ﬁts according to eq 1.
Inset: ΔRmax/R0 versus β for θ = 0, demonstrating a cos(2β)
dependence expected from the model (see text). The solid line is
obtained from eq 1. (b) Measurements from an equivalent NP array
with a triangular lattice display the same symmetry as in (a),
conﬁrming the absence of lattice eﬀects.

shows the dependence of the peak DR signal (ΔRmax/R0) on
probe polarization angle θ for sample A, at several ﬁxed values
of β (see Figure 3a). No dependence on the sample orientation
was found (not shown). A pump-induced anisotropic DR
response should follow a cos 2(β − θ) variation, equivalent to
Malus’ law (Supporting Information); however, the data in
Figure 5a show a notable departure from this simple prediction.
Additional measurements performed on a separate sample with
triangular lattice nanodisk arrays display the same polarization
3462
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Figure 6. Model for plasmon-induced optical anisotropy. (a) Plasmon-induced electron temperature distribution, Te(x,y), in the graphene due to
near-ﬁeld carrier heating (dashed line denotes the disk perimeter). Te(x,y) is calculated for 840 nm pump light polarized in the x-direction, using the
experimental ﬂuence and a heating eﬃciency η = 1.5% (see Experimental Methods). (b) Simulated DR of the graphene/NP structure exhibits strong
anisotropy between parallel and perpendicular pump−probe polarizations due to Te(x,y) (solid black and red lines), emphasized by the shaded
region. The anisotropy vanishes for the case of uniform temperature Te (dashed black line). Bare graphene exhibits an isotropic DR for both uniform
(solid blue line) and nonuniform (dashed blue line) temperature distributions.

anisotropic. This is approximately the time taken for hot
carriers to diﬀuse across the nanodisk diameter given by τδ =
4r2/De, where r is the nanodisk radius and De is the hot carrier
diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Taking the value of τδ = 300 fs from our
experiment, this yields a hot carrier diﬀusion coeﬃcient of De ≈
1300 cm2/s, comparable to that previously reported for CVD
graphene.32
We point out that our results may have interesting
technological implications because near-ﬁeld heating at
graphene−metal interfaces could be exploited to drive an
electrical current via the large Seebeck coeﬃcient in graphene
without the need for symmetry breaking interfaces such as p−n
junctions.40
In summary, we have used femtosecond pump−probe
measurements to study the near-ﬁeld interaction of graphene
with plasmonic nanodisk resonators. Our results indicate that
plasmon-induced hot carrier generation in the graphene is
dominated by direct photoexcitation through the intense nearﬁelds. The interaction of the plasmon-induced hot carriers in
the graphene with the nanodisk polarizability gives rise to a
striking and long-lived extrinsic optical anisotropy. In addition
to introducing a hybrid nanomaterial with strong optical
activity, our results highlight that large electronic temperature
gradients can be achieved and exploited in plasmonic metal−
graphene systems at the nanoscale.
Experimental Methods. Two-color pump−probe measurements were conducted at room-temperature ambient
conditions. A 80 MHz mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
(Coherent Chameleon Ultra II) operating at 840 nm (1.48
eV) provided linearly polarized, nominally 200 fs duration
pump pulses. Part of the output is used to pump an optical
parametric oscillator (Coherent Chameleon OPO) from which
1300 nm (0.95 eV) probe pulses are obtained. The polarization
angle of the pump (β) and probe (θ) beams are measured with
respect to the plane of incidence as illustrated in Figure 3a and
are controlled independently by two λ/2-waveplates. After a
mechanical delay stage, pump and probe pulses are aligned
through a beam splitter in a collinear geometry and focused
onto the sample surface at normal incidence through a
microscope objective (0.6 NA Nikon Plan Fluor 40x) yielding
spot sizes of 6 and 2 μm, respectively. An incident pump
ﬂuence F ∼ 45 μJ/cm2 (corresponding to a pulse energy of 12.5

spatial distribution of hot carriers in the graphene. For
simplicity, we assume that the main eﬀect of this is the nearﬁeld carrier heating of graphene due to photoexcitation and
quasi-instantaneous thermalization.29 To investigate this we
perform numerical simulations of the DR according to ΔRmax/
R0 = [R(Te(x,y)) − R(Te0)]/R(Te0). R(Te0) and R(Te(x,y)) are
the simulated reﬂectances of the entire structure at 1300 nm
using the equilibrium (Te0 = 300 K), and pump-induced
electron temperature distribution in the graphene, respectively.
The electron temperature distribution Te(x,y) is calculated
using the f NF (x,y) distribution simulated at 840 nm
(Supporting Information). Following ref 29, we introduce a
phenomenological electronic heating eﬃciency (η) to describe
the fraction of absorbed energy retained in the carrier system
during the heating process. Note that η only determines the
maximum electron temperature in the graphene. An example of
Te(x,y) generated using η = 1.5% is shown in Figure 6a.
Figure 6b shows the DR simulations for the graphene/NP (P
= 400 nm) structure as a function of η, when the probe ﬁeld is
parallel (solid black curve) and perpendicular (solid red curve)
to the pump ﬁeld. The model produces a signiﬁcant anisotropy
in the hybrid structure and correctly predicts the experimental
observations of ΔR(∥)/R0 > ΔR(⊥)/R0 for small η. The
agreement is quite satisfactory given the simplicity of the
model, which neglects any temporal evolution of the hot carrier
distribution during the heating process. The simulation of bare
graphene (solid blue curve) with uniform Te (i.e., when
f NF(x,y) = 1) shows no polarization dependence as expected.
Note that the simulated DR exhibits a nonmonotonic
dependence on η due to the sensitivity of interference within
the SiO2 layer to the dielectric properties of graphene (this
eﬀect is apparent at lower η in the graphene−NP system due to
the ﬁeld enhancements). The simulations highlight the physical
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localized plasmon-induced hot carriers in the graphene on the
subresonant polarizability of the NP, through the graphene
conductivity. This mutual interaction is exempliﬁed by the
dashed curves in Figure 6b, where upon removing either the
NPs or the nonuniform temperature distribution from the
simulation, the anisotropy vanishes.
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pJ) was used for all measurements presented unless stated
otherwise. The ratio of the pump to probe ﬂuence was >10:1.
Reﬂected probe pulses are detected with an InGaAs photodiode
using suitable ﬁlters to minimize signal from reﬂected pump
light. The pump beam is modulated at ∼500 Hz with a
mechanical chopper in order to detect the pump-induced
change in probe reﬂectance, ΔR = R′ − R0, with a lock-in
ampliﬁer; R′ and R0 are the probe reﬂectance with and without
pump excitation, respectively.
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